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Aggregate price level and money supply



Average Inflation Rate Versus Average Rate of Money Growth

Milton Friedman: “Inflation is always and everywhere a monetary
phenomenon”
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Government Budget Surplus or Deficit as a Percentage of GDP

Source: unknown?



Federal Government Debt as a Percentage of GDP
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I The foreign exchange rate is the price of one currency in
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I The foreign exchange market determines the foreign exchange
rate

I Currency exchange is necessary for international purchases
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Exchange Rate of the U.S. Dollar

I “Weak” dollar makes American goods cheaper

I “Strong” dollar makes foreign goods cheaper



Why Study International Finance?

I Financial markets have become increasingly integrated
throughout the world.

I Before the Great war: globalization
I Inter-war period: isolation
I Post-WW2: increasing globalization

I The international financial system has tremendous impact on
domestic economies:

I Country’s choice of exchange rate policy affects its monetary
policy

I Capital controls impact domestic financial systems and,
therefore, the performance of the economy

I What should be the role of international financial institutions
like the IMF?
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